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Set within the small west Texas city of Seymour--Proud Souls--is the emotional trip of 1 man,
Justin Olerude Bower, and his pending selection to finish his lifestyles or flow ahead with what
lifestyles he has but Proud Souls to live. Set six-years after the lack of his spouse and son in a
bad accident, Justin wakes one morning to discover a brand new emotion stirring inside of his
soul. A faint glimpse of desire has started to conflict together with his earnest wish to drink
himself to loss of life and his emotional conflict units the tale in movement and leads our Proud
Souls hero down a route to notice why he needed to lose the main valuable Proud Souls a part
of his life--his family. "Proud Souls" is an emotional roller-coaster ride, taking the reader from
one point of the human psyche--sensations of hatred and discontent--to various feelings of
soppy sensual arousal, laughter and relief. Our hero is observed in this internal trip by means of
town pastor, Reverend Hillard Ray Polk, the city grocer, Ralph Winslow Parison and the
stunning girl dubbed city whore and head barkeep to The Hawk's Nest, Tessa Jameson. each
one of those participants was once Proud Souls devastated and stricken by the lack of Justin's
spouse and son six-years ahead of the outlet of this tale and every personality now suffers to
stay inside of metaphorical prisons--a church, a supermarket and a bar--and their lives parallel
the fight and pending destiny of our hero, Justin Olerude Bower. "Proud Souls" is a inspiration
provoking, needs to read, tale that may go away an enduring influence at the reader. Its
descriptive shape will weigh seriously at the hearts and minds of its viewers and the way within
which it captures the robust essence of actual human shape inside of its pages will go away us
to invite ourselves, which selection might I make? Lifeor Death? demise or Life?
Bobby Ozuna's novel the Proud Souls is a striking read. Seymour is a small city in Texas and it
has built relatively a historical past within the final six years. Justin Olerude Bower, the Rev.
Hillard Ray Polk, Ralph Winslow Parison and the so known as “ city whore” Tessa Jameson
were dwelling the final six years of their personal self brought about own prison.Justin has
misplaced his spouse and son in an accident. He has spent the final six years in a bottle, simply
ready to die. Ralph Parison is within the truck that crashes into Justin and his family, for which
he simply cannot forgive himself. The Rev. Polk, lives in his prison, feeling as if he has
misplaced Justin's soul. Tessa's felony is one in every of torn emotions towards Justin, she’s
fallen in love with a guy who does not are looking to live.Each personality during this novel will
come alive and you may suppose their desperation, their unhappiness and loneliness. you are
going to come to wonder, what if my lifestyles was once to come back to those forms of
problems. How might I deal with this sort of tricky time? Who may I flip too? Who would actually
manage to support me? Who might make me make the proper judgements in life? And crucial
query of all. could i select existence or loss of life or decide to stay with the soreness of wasting
the folk you really liked the most.Bobby Ozuna has performed a mind-blowing task in penning
this novel. His writing sort is one who will deliver his characters to life. He has the power to take
your emotions on a curler coaster and go away you wanting to show the pages. this can be a
needs to read. You, the reader, won't remorse studying this book, although it will suggest you
may be sacrificing a number of nights sleep simply because you can’t placed it down. 4.5 stars
- Reviewed through Michael Timlin, Authors at the upward push ebook stories
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